
Thank you for choosing Colorin' Quilts Hexagon. 
A place mat, a candle mat, or add it to more hexagons for any project!
You can use crayons, pens, markers or paints to add color to your project. So many ways to 
color our designs! Check out Pinterest and YouTube for so many ideas and tutorials. Continue 
your education on coloring by playing and just having fun! You can also embellish with 
ribbons, buttons, beads, glitter, or embroidery.
Additional supplies: 
Hexagon:  10 ¾" x 12 ¼" piece of backing fabric; 10 ¾” x 12 ¼” piece of batting 
Placemat: 11 ¼” x 17 ½" piece of backing fabric; 11 ¼” x 17 ½” piece of batting
Always heat set your Hexagon before adding color. Doing this helps to keep the lines crisp.

The solid outline around and against the design is the finished size. 
The outer line (outside the main design) is the 1/4” seam allowance 
which will be covered up by the binding or hidden by the fabric 
border or block next to it. I suggest you also color into that area 
because seams aren’t always perfect. See the diagram above.
An example technique to play with:
Coloring with crayons is so much fun because they’re so many 
colors to choose from. Decide how you want your project to look--
bright and cheery or soft and elegant. The result can vary from soft 
to bold.

Placing a piece of batting behind the coloring fabric gives a soft effect or iron a piece of freezer 
paper (shiny side down) to the back for a firmer foundation. 
Start with the accent colors. You can make any color stand out a little extra if you apply a bright, 
dark crayon color to the outer edges. A great example is using a dark brown to the outer left 
edge and a light brown to fill in the rest. Different pressures with the light brown is another 
way to add details.
Next move on to the background. You'll want to keep the pressure light, keeping the details 
within the design. Using the batting is perfect for this one! Adding a little pressure around the 
edges gives that shadow around the border. Its gives a little 3-D look the design.
Once your project is colored it's important to heat set it. Remove the freezer paper. Place the 
colored piece between two layers of paper towels. Press firmly with a dry hot iron for 30 
seconds in each section. The heat causes the wax to melt into the paper towels while leaving the 
colored pigment behind in the fabric fibers.  
If you have used watercolors or colored pencils add textile medium to help set your color. Then 
apply heat as described above. 
Trim to the outer line or at least a ¼" from the border. Continue with the backing and wrap 
binding steps found on the next page. Or add additional fabric for a place mat. 


